
 

 

CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

 After analyzing the data, the writer comes to the conclusion that the new words in Oxford 

online dictionary have undergone word formation processes. According to George Yule, There 

are nine types of word formation. Coinage is the invention of totally new terms and using it for 

any version of that product. Borrowing is where that word got from another language. 

Compounding is the word created from two separates words. Blending is typically accomplished 

by taking only the beginning of one word and joining it to the end of the other word. Clipping is 

a word has one more than syllable is reduced to a shorter form. Backformation is a word of one 

type of (usually a noun)reduced to form another word of a different type. Conversion is how the 

word changes the function. when a noun comes to be used as verb or verb comes to be used as 

nouns. Acronyms are formed from the initial letters of a set of other words. The derivation is 

accomplished by means of a large number of small bits.  

The writer finds seven types of word formation in the new word on Oxford online 

dictionary. They are Coinage, borrowing, compounding, clipping, conversion, acronyms, 

derivation. The writer finds out ten coinage words, thirty-seven borrowing words, six compound 

words, two clipped words, ten conversion words, one acronym word and fourteen derivation 

words. 

   After classifying the word based on types of word formation. The writer does the 

percentage the new words based on types of word formation. From eighty data the writers finds 

out 12,5% coinage words, 46,25% Borrowing words, 7,5% Compound words, 2,5% clipped 

words, 12,5% conversion words, 1,25% acronym words, and 17,5% derivation words.  



 

 

 From the result. Borrowing process is dominant in the new words on Oxford online 

dictionary. Many new words in Oxford online dictionary is included the new words was 

borrowed from Hindi, French, Greek, etc.  From eighty data that the writers take of the new 

words on Oxford online English in 2017.  It can happen because of acculturation, and the other 

factor that influenced why the Oxford online dictionary is included the other language word to 

the English new words and how the words from the other language can give the development 

from the English language itself.  

 


